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Chairman’s Column 
This year’s Anderson Medal is being awarded to Dr J. David Davies for his 
book Kings of the Sea: Charles II, James II and the Royal Navy. David is 
a Vice-President of the Society and a notable authority and extremely 
well-respected maritime historian. The author of both fiction and non-
fiction books set in the period he has been researching for over 25 years, 
his Matthew Quinton novels centre on the adventures of one of the young 
‘gentlemen captains’ promoted by King Charles II despite their almost 
complete lack of experience of the sea. However, David is probably best 
known by maritime historians for his exceptionally well researched non-
fiction books of the Restoration period. Kings of the Sea: Charles II, James 
II and the Royal Navy, discusses how the two monarchs developed the 
navy but also provides new information about Charles II. 

The maritime history of the Restoration era has not been well covered 
by maritime historians. England’s domestic religious politics and the 
changing patterns of international relations at the time, all effected the 
actions of the kings. The naval legacy of James I and Charles I, the 
Protectorate of Cromwell, and the entire period of the reigns of Charles II 
and James II after the Restoration in 1660 up to what David refers to as the 
Inglorious Revolution in 1689, including the navy’s increasing 
involvement with Protestant William III instead of Catholic James II, all 
had an influence on the development of the Royal Navy. In turn these 
activities give light to the origin of English sovereignty of the surrounding 
seas, the creation of English maritime dominance and the early 
development of Britain’s Maritime Empire.  

It has always been widely accepted that the Stuart kings, Charles II and 
James II, had an interest in the navy and more generally in the sea. Their 
enthusiastic delight in sailing, for instance, is often cited as marking the 
establishment of yachting in England. It is clear from David’s research 
how the Stuart Kings were intimately involved in the development of the 
Royal Navy and in most aspects of the design, construction and 
operations of many ships and also in the establishment of the 
infrastructure needed to support a permanent navy. Based largely on his 
diaries, Samuel Pepys has been widely attributed with the major 
administrative advancement of turning the Royal Navy into a professional 
fighting force. However, provocatively, this new book of David’s, based 
on a wide range of new and previously neglected evidence, presents a 
challenging new theory: that the creation of the proper Royal Navy was in 
fact due principally to the Stuart brothers, rather than the self-promoting 
Pepys. Charles II is presented here, not as the lazy monarch neglectful of 
the detail of government, but as a king with an acute and detailed interest 
in naval affairs. The book is persuasive that Charles II and James II were 
principally responsible for the major reforms that established a permanent 
naval profession; they had an involvement and command of ship design, 
navigation and exploration which went way beyond the bounds of 
dilettante enthusiasm. Charles is recorded as introducing certain technical 
improvements in ship design and construction and having detailed 
discussions with shipwrights in the royal dockyards about them. 

The book provides a view of the seventeenth-century Royal Navy 
without battles or naval heroes as the central theme. A beautiful book; the 
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Society’s judging panel felt the book showed exemplary research and the 
writing was very lucid. They considered the book an essential read for 
anyone interested in the birth of England’s naval supremacy.  

Council has agreed to award the Anderson Medal to Dr Davies. Given 
the high standard of books being entered for the Anderson Medal in 
recent years, Council has agreed also that the Society should give an ‘SNR 
Certificate of Merit’ to the author whose book is judged to have come 
second, and if considered worthy, also to the author whose book is judged 
to have come third. The Anderson Medal will be presented at a ceremony 
at the National Maritime Museum, at 16:30 on Thursday, 2 May 2019. The 
ceremony will be followed by a lecture given by David relating to some 
aspects of his book; the evening will close with a short reception to which 
all attendees are welcome. 

Admiral Sir Kenneth Eaton  
Chairman, Society for Nautical Research  

Editor’s Note 

Welcome to February’s Topmasts, and congratulations to Dr David Davies 
on the award of the Anderson Medal for his book Kings of the Sea. The 
articles in this edition cover a very wide range of subjects, from the 
intriguing path taken by a local historian into the world of maritime 
history from barques, emigration and the shady activities of the 
shoresiders who supported the shipping industry to a paper that asks if 
there really was a female pirate captain operating in the Caribbean in the 
early nineteenth century. There is also an article about the Royal Marines 
(who get little coverage in SNR writings) and their contribution alongside 
their bluejacket colleagues to the relief of Kimberley in the Boer War; and 
finally, a brief history of one of the many wonderful maritime museums 
dotted round the coast, the Southwold Sailor’s Reading Room. 

Also in this edition there are reports from Council and the Research and 
Programmes Committee (R&P) about recent decisions, and having spent 
most of my life working with young people, I am particularly excited 
about the R&P Committee decision to launch a new project to reach out 
to young people who choose maritime related projects as part of their A 
level choices. This also gives SNR members the opportunity to get 
involved in the work of the Society (without taking too much of their 
time!). 

Among the many and calls for papers and conferences listed in this 
edition is a special date for your diary - the second SNR conference, which 
this year is in partnership with the SS Great Britain Trust in Bristol. Make 
sure that you keep the date free. 

Thank you very much to all the contributors to this edition, among 
whom there are a number who have not contributed before. Please 
consider following their example. 

Nigel Blanchford  
Editor, Topmasts 

nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk 
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Anderson Medal Presentation and Reception 

Thursday 2 May 2019, National Maritime Museum, Greenwich 
The Society for Nautical Research (SNR) is pleased to present this year’s Anderson 
Medal, for a maritime history publication, to Dr David Davies for his book Kings of the 
Sea: Charles II, James II and the Royal Navy. 

The presentation of the medal and also a presentation by David Davies will take place 
in the Leopold Muller Lecture Theatre at the National Maritime Museum, once again 
emphasizing the close ties between the Museum and the SNR. 
Programme: 

16:30–17:00 Tea and coffee, Propeller Area outside the Lecture Theatre, NMM 
17:00–18:00 Welcome and Introduction Admiral Sir Kenneth Eaton, Chairman of 

Council, SNR and then a talk given by Dr David Davies 
18:00–20:30 Wine and canapé reception. 

Booking: free of charge, but essential to confirm a place. 
Please contact Lizelle de Jager, Research Executive, National Maritime Museum on 
ldejager@rmg.co.uk or 0208 312 6716 

The ‘Carrier Dove’ 
Building a Web Page for a Sunken Ship 

The Carrier Dove was a medium 
clipper ship that ran aground off of 
Tybee Island Georgia in 1876. I 
found the wreck while studying an 
electronic chart that had Wikipedia 
links to the wrecks around Tybee 
Roads, the channel that leads into 
the port of Savannah. I sail this area 
and once spent half a windless day 
on anchor just a mile or so from the 
wreck. Perhaps the ghost of those 
ancient mariners clambered aboard 
while I was fiddling with the out -
board of my little sail boat. When I 
first saw the name ‘Carrier Dove’ 

on my charting software it struck me 
as odd. The wreck data told me it was a clipper ship and my interest was piqued. One 
question led to another, perhaps egged on by those same ghosts and before long I was 
totally hooked. I began to warm to the idea that I, just a local history buff, could give this 
sunken and forgotten ship its own web page. So, this is how it all started.  

It is amazing that something that is little more than just a pile of ballast stones lying in 
less than 20 feet of water has brought so many people back to life for me. I now think 
everyone interested in history should adopt a wrecked ship. The Carrier Dove has 
become my time machine. From this ship I have explored the great railroad race to cross 
the American continent, court cases of nineteenth-century Liverpool where a new sea 
captain sweated out his future after a disastrous collision with ships in the Mersey river, 
immigrants to Australia who crammed themselves into what they thought was going to 
be a luxurious ocean packet and spent the next 79 days on the Carrier Dove. Judy Acaster, 
a descendant of one of those immigrants sent me two of the diaries of the voyage. I have 
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gotten acquainted with 
the crews who were often 
angry young men, 
disgruntled over being 
kidnapped. They were 
threatened daily by brutal 
ships officers. Then there 
were the crimps who ran 
the human trafficking 
racket known as 
‘shanghai’. I have seen the 
sailor’s rest home of Snug 
Harbor where Captain 
Trask took care of the 

men who may have been shanghaied over the years, perhaps even ones 
who had served on his own ship, the Carrier Dove, I have laughed along 
with the San Francisco pundit that wrote a piece about how the Carrier 
Dove was to be the escape vessel for an unscrupulous theatrical agent who 
absconded with the actress Joey Guggenheim’s money to Ireland. I have 
learned of the frustration of the captains of the Carrier Dove who often 
found themselves with a glorious ship but with no crew to sail her. I’ve 
learned of the desperation of the owners who sometimes found themselves 
with a ship but no cargo or destination for her. I explored the war between 
the states where many claim the American merchant fleet lost its edge 
because of the re-flagging of so many Yankee ships like the Carrier Dove 
in order to escape the Confederate commerce raiders. I have wondered 
what it would have been like to be on a brand new ship that ran directly 
into a brutal storm that reduced the ship to a ‘total wreck above deck’ and 
the dogged persistence of her first captain who refused to go back to port 
and continued her maiden voyage under jury rig to Rio, a trip of 
thousands of difficult miles. 

I have adopted this ship or perhaps it has adopted me. My loved ones 
may say that it has shanghaied me because I have spent many groggy 
mornings explaining why I was up all night on my computer, chasing down 
a curious name or event that may have been related to the Carrier Dove. 

The reason I decided to use a web page was because I wanted to get 
people to see it as I built it. I am not a professional historian and I knew 
that it would be best for me to stick to asking questions on the site. I read 
every book I can find on clipper ships and quote them with references.  

On http://www.carrierdove.org I often let the Carrier Dove tell her 
own story with the newspaper articles written about her at the time she 
was in each port. I’ve placed my commentary of course, but I thought it 
would be better for the reader to view those old newspaper articles for 
themselves.  

From her launching in Baltimore to her grounding and destruction off 
Tybee the newspapers spoke for her in the good times and the bad. Often 
I want to take those exclamations of her grandeur with a grain of salt. This 
was indeed a form of marketing back then and it has given me more than a 
chuckle. I guess in a way it has evolved into your classic ‘infomercial’ on 
television as well as the Internet. I now suspect that the ship’s agents at the 
time were given some type of marketing fund to put money in the hands 
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of ‘reporters’ to make sure the Carrier Dove got a glowing review in the 
local paper. There were however, articles written about her with a more 
critical bent as was the case with the reporter from the Baltimore Sun who 
had taken exception to the fact that her figure head was that of a ‘half clad 
women’ and in poor taste, rather than the biblical dove of Noah. And then 
of course the clipper cards which I have learned so much about. How they 
were small placards nailed to any board or fence post on the streets of 
Liverpool and New York. Today those clipper cards are worth a great deal 
of money as artefacts. They were the common commercials of their day. I 
love the carnival barker tone they have: ‘The Finest Clipper up!’, ‘Filling 
up fast!’, and with ‘Great Dispatch!’ They were meant to invoke excite -
ment and romance. And then there are the two paintings of her. One by 
James Buttersworth and the other by Samuel Walters, both famous 
maritime artists. 

The people I have met on my way to discovering the life and times of 
the Carrier Dove have been just as much a gift. Some have been drawn in 
to her mysteries as I have. I want to give them as much credit as I can. 
Several months ago I got a call from Lloyd’s of London to let me know 
they had viewed the site and sent me the St Johns survey of Carrier Dove. 

It has been a wonderful experience to meet and speak with all of the 
people who have viewed the page. I am looking forward to watching the 
site grow as it seems the Carrier Dove has not yet ceased its sailing in our 
imaginations.  

Herbert L. Mackey 
Savannah GA, Member, SNR 

Did She Ever Exist? 

As the title of this note indicates, the individual (or possibly individuals) 
involved may eventually prove chimerical in nature; never more than a 
fanciful concept. Nevertheless, for various reasons it seems worthwhile to 
give brief comment on the matter in the widely read pages of Topmasts. 

The Mariner’s Mirror 68 (1982) contained a query (p. 330) by the 
present writer. This query appeared with the heading ‘A Woman 
Privateer-Captain, 1805’, and it was centred upon an item published in 
The Times of 17 September 1805, referring to an unspecified New York 
newspaper which had recently published comment on various privateers 
said to be fitting out at Cuba. One of these, cited as the Bangourt, was said 
to be commanded by a woman, presiding over a crew of about one 
hundred men, including some Americans. 

Nothing came of this query seeking further information: however, a 
decade or so later, another relevant British press item came to light in, of 
all places, the Lincolnshire newspaper Stamford Mercury, edition of 13 
December 1811 – see Mariner’s Mirror 79 (1993), 471–2. This source 
referred to a recent story in the Philadelphia press regarding ‘a female’ said 
to command a French privateer. Neither her name nor that of her raider 
appeared in the Stamford publication. However, it was reported that she 
had recently visited New York so as to deposit a large sum of money in an 
American bank: in appearance, she was described as ‘tall, robust, and 
superbly dressed’. 
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If it is assumed, just for the moment, that there was at least something of 
reality in what has just been discussed – albeit perhaps in a press-garbled 
form – it seems reasonable to suppose that the ‘superbly dressed’ woman 
of 1811 could well have been the captain of the Bangourt mentioned in 
1805. On that particular point, it might even be the case that the word 
‘Bangourt’ was an Anglophone corruption of ‘Bauquière’, a French term 
of the period meaning a clamp . . . possibly a vaunt regarding a firm hold 
being kept on any prizes taken. 

By way of background, it should be kept in mind that the Caribbean 
theatre involved a remarkably high level of disorder and irregularity 
around the close of the eighteenth century. Within that context, an 
unlikely phenomenon such as a woman privateer-captain might just have 
flourished for a while, despite several questions as to the legality of the 
arrangement. Furthering that theme, it should be remembered that it was 
sometimes very difficult to establish the real national status of some 
particular raider – see H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Privateers, Picaroons, Pirates: 
West Indian Commerce Raiders, 1793–1801’, Mariner’s Mirror 73 (1987), 
181–6. 

During the 1990s and on into the new century, the present writer gave 
numerous papers at various international conferences convened by the 
Institut du Monde Anglophone, Sorbonne Nouvelle (Paris University 
III). Several such papers involved the wider aspects of commerce raiding 
during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. In subsequent 
discussions the possibility of a woman as a Caribbean privateer-captain 
received brief attention. ‘Decidedly improbable but perhaps not 
absolutely impossible’ seemed to sum up the general opinion on such 
occasions. In due course, this led to an invitation from an American 
publisher to develop this matter in print; an invitation which had to be 
declined because of other work in hand at that time. 

At present, bearing in mind the wide and ready accessibility of 
Topmasts, it seems quite possible that airing this matter once again may 
call forth more information than was produced by earlier efforts. If so, 
however, it seems likely that the results may throw more light on the 
international vagaries of newspaper publication, in the period considered, 
than upon anything else. 

H. J. K. Jenkins 
Fellow, SNR 

The Battle of Graspan and the Royal Marines1 

The Royal Navy at first glance does not appear to feature prominently in 
the chronology of the South African War, or Boer War of 1899 to 1902, 
although the Royal Navy did play a key role in the transport of troops and 
supplies from across the British Empire in the war effort to subdue the 
Boers. While the major land campaigns and battles of the war were 
primarily the domain of the British army, the Royal Navy did in fact play 
in important role in the early days of the war when resources were sparse 
and the British Empire found itself at an initial disadvantage to early Boer 
gains. This article will briefly examine how one event of the war, the battle 
1 See page 28 below for an account of how the SNR assisted this research. 
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of Graspan,2 featured in one of these 
early campaigns has come to be 
remembered by the Royal Navy, and 
especially by the Royal Marines.  

The outset of the war in Africa saw a 
series of well-known disasters and 
events for which Britain was ill 
prepared. Towns besieged by the Boers – 
Mafeking, Ladysmith, and Kimberley – 
grimly grabbed public attention and 
demanded a quick reversal of events. In 
November 1899 the Royal Marines 
would fight as part of an ad hoc ‘naval 
brigade’ drawn from the Cape Squadron 

and were attached to the expedition of Lord Methuen to relieve 
Kimberley. Using improvised gun carriages, sailors and marines escorted 
naval guns from HMS Powerful and HMS Doris. On the road to 
Kimberley from Cape Town, costly battles were fought to eject the Boers 
from positions overlooking Methuen’s line of advance and critical supply 
lines. 

Operational experience in the wars of the empire up to this time, 
including those elsewhere in Africa, against brave but primitively armed 
opponents had inculcated a mindset and tactics unsuited to the realities of 
the new opposition now faced in the Boers, whose knowledge and 
employment of the terrain, fieldcraft, and proficiency with the most 
modern of high velocity rifles and smokeless cartridges, stymied the 
momentum of the British forces.   

An early battle on 23 November at a place called Belmont, established 
the predictable pattern of what Methuen’s forces would face. Supported 
by artillery fire from the naval brigade, British army regiments advanced 
in open order across open ground towards elevated Boer positions; 
exposed to accurate fire, casualties were high with some 200 killed or 
wounded, including several officers.   

Two days later at Graspan, another battle followed the same pattern as 
at Belmont, only this time the naval brigade was committed in the role of 
an infantry regiment. Of a total 365 men from the Naval Brigade, 101 
casualties, nearly a third of their force, fell in the field killed or wounded, 
including many of the senior officers, both navy and marine. Total British 
losses were 20 officers and men killed and 165 wounded. Comparatively, 
Boer losses were estimated at over 200 dead and wounded.3 

The staggering losses confined the naval brigade to duties around 
employment of their guns only; they would not participate in further 
assaults.4 Replacements of sailors and marines would not arrive until 
December. In these two actions over three days, Methuen had already lost 

2 The battle of Graspan is also known in some reports and despatches as the battle of Enslin, 
named for the nearby railway station.  
3 ‘The Naval Brigade Losses’, The Bristol Mercury and Daily Post, Monday, 27 Nov. 1899, issue 
16083.
4 Royal Marines Museum Archives, quoted from H. E. Blumberg, History of the Royal Marines, 
1837–1914. These unpublished manuscripts were later published by the Royal Marines Historical 
Society as Special Publications, H. E. Blumberg, Royal Marine Records Part III: 1837–1914,  
(Southsea, 1982) 28.
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ten percent of his original force before even reaching his ultimate 
objectives.  He would fight more costly battles, such as at the Modder 
river, before reaching Kimberley. 

The naval brigade received a message of thanks and condolence from 
the queen. Press accounts which covered the movements and happenings 
of the war closely, reported the actions of the naval brigade at Graspan in 
a generally positive light, citing their bravery and valour. But The Times 
sceptically noted, ‘We may well doubt whether it is desirable that the 
personnel of the Navy should be drained away in military operations 
hundreds of miles from the sea.’5   

Marine general and historian H. E. Blumberg would describe the 
battle at Graspan as ‘one of the brightest episodes in the long history of 
the Corps’.6 But the reality was far more complex. The outcome of the 
battle, and the subsequent enquiries, would show that while the marines 
were still respected for their courage and military prowess, in other 
respects they were still not utilised to the best extent of their capabilities 
by the Admiralty or the War Office. 

In Parliament Graspan proved fodder for MPs eager to showcase the 
ineptitude of those managing the war. MP John Colomb, formerly a 
Royal Marines Artillery officer and a writer on naval strategy, attacked the 
Admiralty for the poor employment of the naval brigade at Graspan. 
Colomb decried the staggering losses of men, and in particular, the poor 
leadership of the naval officers ‘ignorant of land warfare’.7 Such 
expeditions which saw the landing of naval brigades had not only been 
considered a routine occupation of the Royal Navy since the mid-
nineteenth century, they were also important opportunities for naval 
officers, in a period with no fleet engagements and few ship to ship 
actions, to make themselves known. Both Jellicoe and Beatty, who would 
years later lead the Royal Navy at the battle of Jutland, were present and 
wounded in the relief expedition in Peking in 1900, better known as the 
Boxer Rebellion.   

Graspan also served to reveal other tensions of naval forces operating 
with or as part of army forces. Traditionally, despatches post-battle were 
published in the London Gazette.  Methuen’s despatches on the events at 
Belmont and Graspan were published shortly afterwards, but the naval 
despatches submitted by the Cape Town station for the same events, were 
initially suppressed while the War Office and the Admiralty worked to 
avoid the publication of differing versions of the same event.8 

Further marginalization of the events at Graspan included the denial of 
the inclusion of a specific battle clasp. Initial enthusiasm, as early as 1899, 
around the creation of a South Africa Medal and its corresponding clasps 
was reined in by Lord Roberts who sought a stricter qualification process 
for the inclusion of battle clasps for British victories. As the war 
progressed, each battle was reviewed and evaluated on its own merits for 
its impact and contribution. Despite Graspan being considered a victory 

5 ‘The Military Situation’, The Times, Monday, 27 Nov. 27, 1899, 12, issue 35997.
6 Blumberg, History of the Royal Marines, 111.
7 House of Commons Debate, 1 March 1900, https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/ 
commons/1900/mar/01/navy-estimates-1900-1901.
8 The original by Methuen mentioning Graspan were in the London Gazette Friday 26 Jan. 1900, 
no. 27157, 497. Later in March, a second despatch included those by the Admiralty in London 
Gazette, Friday 30 Mar. 1900, no. 27178, 2125.
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in Methuen’s campaign, and its similarities in many respects to the battle 
of Belmont – Belmont was given a clasp, Graspan was not.   

When James Majendie, the MP for Portsmouth, in January 1902 
enquired in Parliament again whether in view of the conduct of the naval 
brigade a clasp inscribed for Graspan might be issued, the Secretary for 
War said no.9 The South African Medal decision book at the National 
Archives reveals that the king had, in fact, despite the repeated proposal of 
the Admiralty, already denied the clasp in keeping with Lord Robert’s 
original decision.10 Such actions only served in the eyes of the marines, and 
as Colomb had indicated following Graspan, to further marginalize the 
role and employment of the marines within the navy. At the start of the 
new century, the corps faced further obstacles, but also changes that 
would redefine their organizational character. 

Today, in current popular imagination, it is the Royal Marines wearing 
their iconic green berets, which evokes the image of this elite fighting force 
and modern experts in amphibious operations. This transformation in the 
mid-twentieth century resulted in their reorganization and a radical shift 
in their operational role, as well as in their organizational culture to what 
we know them as today.11 So significant was the rate of changes in the 
Royal Marines following the First World War that, as Julian Thompson 
observed in his own work on corps history, by the last quarter of the 
twentieth century, the corps would have been ‘almost unrecognizable’ to 
anyone who had served in it during the first quarter.12   

The battle of Graspan itself remains an obscure battle in the chronology 
of the South African War, but one which remains significant to the Royal 
Navy and the Royal Marines. In 1903 the Royal Marines erected a statue 
on The Mall in St James’s Park, now adjacent to Admiralty Arch. An 
annual parade takes place each year in May, attended by the commandant 
general, detachments of marines, and members of the Royal Marines 
Association and guests. Rededicated in 2000 to the memory all Royal 
Marines, the monument has a renewed significance to the Royal Marines 
today, both as a representation of the continued service of the corps to the 
nation, and also in memory of those who have served before: especially 
those fallen in war. For the Royal Navy, the origins of the Royal Navy 
field gun competition, still popular as a means for competitive sport and as 
a method to build cohesion and team spirit, are rooted in the South 
African War from the naval guns carried across South Africa used to 
relieve the besieged cities. 

John Bolt 
Member, SNR 

PhD candidate, University of Portsmouth 
john.bolt@port.ac.uk

9 House of Commons Debate, 28 January 1902, https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/ 
commons/1902/jan/28/graspan-engagement-proposed-clasp.
10 The National Archives, War Office 162/96 South Africa Medal Decision Book.
11 J. Thompson, The Royal Marines: From sea soldiers to a special force (London, 2001), 3.  
Thompson has cited 1942 as a ‘watershed’ year for changes in the Royal Marines. The impact being, 
according to him, that ‘the rate of change’ that the Royal Marines experienced was such that by the 
last quarter of the twentieth century, the corps would have been ‘almost unrecognizable’ to anyone 
who had served in it during the first quarter.
12 Ibid, 2–3.
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The Sailors’ Reading Room, Southwold, Suffolk 

The Victorian era was noted for industrial development, empire-building 
and well-intentioned munificence directed towards the less fortunate 
classes in society, notably seamen and fishermen. The era saw the 
foundation of such great institutions as the Shipwrecked Fishermen and 
Mariners’ Royal Benevolent Society, the Royal National Lifeboat 
Institution and a host of local institutions geared to the benevolent relief 
and well-being of fishermen and mariners. These benevolent bodies were 
particularly concentrated on the east coast of the United Kingdom. Many 
have disappeared with the passage of time; others have survived. One such 
institution still extant is the Sailors’ Reading Room over looking the North 
Sea at Southwold in Suffolk.  

Situated at the mouth of River Blyth, South -
wold had been a busy port in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, serving both fishing 
craft and the coastal trade. A canal formed from 
the River Blyth linked Southwold with the 
inland town of Halesworth. Unfortunately, 
silting of the port, arising from the 
construction of containment walls along the 
tidal channel to drain the lands behind the 
River Blyth, coupled with the fickle nature of 
tidal scour to seaward, adversely impacted 
upon the harbour prospects of Southwold. Nor 
was the canal from the upper tidal reaches of 
the River Blyth to Halesworth a lasting 
success, though in its heyday it accounted for 
significant transhipment of coal through 
Southwold from coastal colliers to wherries 
used on the canal. 
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The Sailors’ Reading Room, Southwold, Suffolk (Author’s photograph)

Plaque on the south wall of the Reading 
Room (Author’s photograph



The North Sea herring fishery had for years been dominated by the 
Dutch and Danes. The fishery, which started each year on 11 June with 
fishing vessels, herring busses, meeting the herring off Bresssay Sound in 
the Shetland Islands and following the herring south in their annual 
migration to the southern North Sea. In 1750, in a concerted attempt to 
promote British engagement in the fishery, the Society of Free British 
Fishery was established with headquarters in Southwold. The Society 
promoted the construction of fishing vessels with subsidies attaching, and 
the manufacture of nets and cordage. The Society also sent representatives 
to Holland to study Dutch curing and packing techniques. Rope walks 
and net making were established in Southwold, and as an encouragement 
to Englishmen to engage in the fishery, freedom from impressment was 
offered. In 1753 45 busses were despatched from Southwold to Shetland, 
along with attendant fish carrying jagers. 

However, Southwold’s pre-eminence in the fisheries was short-lived. 
Freedom from impressment did not work, making the sourcing of crews 
difficult; French privateers preyed upon the fishing fleet; harbour silting 
reduced access by larger, deep-draughted luggers (which had superseded 
the busses). By the end of the eighteenth century Southwold’s importance 
as a port had diminished, though beach companies working their boats off 
the town’s exposed beaches in the inshore fishery and lucrative salvage 
business ensured that the town remained home to a significant fishing and 
sea-faring community, which required pastoral support. 

In days before mass media, community reading rooms were common 
place; an octagonal reading room, the Casino, had been built on Gun Hill 
in Southwold overlooking the North Sea as early as 1800, a place where 
residents could read newspapers and meet for discussion. But this did not 
serve the specific needs of fishermen and seafarers. In the early 1860s, a 
young lady, Charlotte Ellis, concerned for the spiritual well-being of this 
class, established bible classes in the old lifeboat house at the foot of the 
cliffs below the centre of town. These had built in popularity such that at 
their prime, over 200 people assembled each Sunday to listen to bible 
readings and sing hymns. However, in March 1863, the old lifeboat house 
was undermined and partly collapsed, denying its further use as a place of 
spiritual enlightenment.  

As early as 1853 a wealthy retired naval captain and local landowner, 
Captain Charles Rayley RN, purchased land on East Cliff, possibly with 
the end view of establishing what became the Sailors’ Reading Room. 
Rayley, a devout churchman, had served with some distinction in the 
Royal Navy from Captain’s Servant at the age of 13 in 1793, to acting 
command of several ships up to 1813, when as a result of injuries 
sustained, he was invalided out of active service with the rank of 
commander. Thirty-eight years later, he was promoted to the rank of 
captain on the retired list; Rayley died in May 1863. His second wife, 
Frances Metcalfe, was the daughter of a non-conformist minister, the Rev. 
William Stephens, though she was apparently staunchly Church of 
England. 

Frances Metcalfe Rayley embarked upon a scheme to honour the 
memory of her late husband by building a Sailors’ Reading Room on the 
East Cliff site purchased by her husband in 1853. The Reading Room, 
which was built at a cost £561 4s. 0d., opened on 2 June 1864, at a simple 
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ceremony presided over by both wings of the Church; the Reading Room 
was established on temperance lines, a positive attempt to attract its 
clientele away from the local pubs. 

The early years of the Sailors’ Reading Room were not without their 
problems. Eight years after its opening, an interdenominational dispute 
broke out involving the Church of England vicar. Non-conformist 
Committee members argued that while the benefactor, Mrs Rayley, was 
Church of England, her father had been non-conformist, and that it was 
not right that services held in the Reading Room should be in the hands of 
the vicar alone. In the face of the refusal of Mrs Rayley to authorise the 
Committee to ‘exclude the clerical element’, matters came to a head in 
1874. Mrs Rayley’s Reading Room was closed and a rival institution, the 
Mutual Improvement Society, opened in the parish committee room. The 
new institution had a balanced Church of England and non-conformist 
constitution. The squabble was only short-lived, and the original Sailors’ 
Reading Room was reinstituted and remains to this day. 

As built the Sailors’ Reading Room comprised two rooms; a large room 
for gatherings and a smaller reading room overlooking the sea, dedicated 
to reading and relaxation. The two rooms were divided by a folding 
bulkhead, which could be opened to accommodate larger gatherings. At 
some later stage, the dividing bulkhead was made permanent, and the 
larger back room was redesignated as a games room, with a full-sized 
Riley Special Club snooker table, which is still in use to this day. In 
addition to the main building, a separate caretaker’s cottage was built 
behind the Reading Room; from 1972, this no longer formed part of 
establishment. From the outset, the Reading Room had tall windows to 
promote natural light within; these were reframed, double-glazed in wood 
frames, during a restoration in 2000. A weather-tight storm porch had 
earlier been added to the exposed front of the building, but otherwise the 
Sailors’ Reading Room, a Grade II listed building, remains much the same 
as it was originally built in 1864. 
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Ship models in the Reading Room (Author’s photograph)



Southwold remains as a port, supporting around 14 inshore fishing 
vessels mainly of the high-speed variety. Today, the Sailors’ Reading 
Room remains a haven of peace, where a dwindling, mainly retired 
mariner populace gathers to read the newspapers provided and discuss 
current events. The Reading Room has a small library, and is a somewhat 
chaotic treasure chest of models, some very fine, nautical ephemera and 
old photographs of the Southwold maritime scene. The Sailors’ Reading 
Room is open to the general public and forms a popular attraction to the 
many visitors who populate Southwold throughout the year, in particular 
visiting yachtsmen and especially visiting Dutch yachtsmen, encouraged 
by the harbourmaster. Membership of the Sailors’ Reading Room can be 
extended to include snooker playing membership, a popular local activity. 

By way of postscript, my ten-year-old step grandson recently visited the 
Sailors’ Reading Room and, when asked what feature he liked the best, he 
responded in obvious awe, ‘The models, Uncle Peter!’ NMM take note!  

Peter H. King 
Member, SNR 

The Fenland Lighter Project 

A Victorian vignette: steam-launch, ‘Fenland fours’ 
and some miserable weather 

The idea of writing several successive FLP columns on some particular 
theme has advantages, allowing for a more informative treatment than 
would otherwise be possible because of limited space. Feedback from last 
year’s columns, centred on seagoing matters as they affected old-time 
Fenland lightering, encourages this belief. A similar approach is intended 
for 2019, albeit on a very different theme, namely bygone regattas 
involving Fenland rivers. The choice of this topic for Topmasts readers 
reflects various waterway considerations, together with related questions 
of changing social and commercial background. 

Peterborough, a long-established river port with waterway connections 
to the seaports of Wisbech and King’s Lynn, deserves particular attention. 
In this present column, the Peterborough regatta of 1880 provides the 
focus. At that time, a generation had passed since the end of lightering’s 
heyday: railways had become dominant. Gangs of Fenland lighters were 
still to be seen, floating trains in effect, but their role within regional life 
was clearly on the wane. Despite this, they were fighting a stubborn 
rearguard action that would last far into the twentieth century (see 
Topmasts 23, 18–19). Already, though, the 1880 regatta was to illustrate a 
developing change in traffic on the Ouse–Nene Complex (for map see 
Topmasts 25, 21), i.e. a tendency for the inland waterways to be used for 
leisure activities rather than for heavy transport. 

Public entertainment was in rather short supply so far as Peterborough 
of 1880 was concerned, and so the regatta and its associated arrangements 
attracted noteworthy attention in the local press. Both the Peterborough 
Standard and Peterborough Advertiser gave the matter considerable space 
during early August. The location centred on the Town Bridge (which 
would provide a sort of grandstand), Hemment’s boatyard nearby, and a 
low-lying field just across the River Nene, opposite the boatyard. This 
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field was intended as the main position for 
spectators, and it was also to provide space 
for various stalls and other attractions. 
The local rowing club was responsible for 
managing the races, crowd control, and 
general organization. According to press 
coverage, many club members, especially 
those acting as marshals, appeared in a 
type of uniform which was said to be 
‘business-like and marine-looking’.  

So far so good: the riverside scene was 
nicely set. But then the weather, which had 
had a somewhat threatening look for a 
while, turned downright nasty. Heavy and 
persistent rain arrived with great effect, 
driving journalists to use the word 

‘torrents’. The Advertiser spelt out the consequences in detail, dwelling 
especially on the low-lying field that quickly became waterlogged. Thus, 
the refreshment tent found itself marooned on a sort of island in the midst 
of quagmire. A cart carrying a selection of provisions was also in 
difficulties. A star attraction, the band of the local ‘rifle volunteers’, 
became isolated in similar fashion. These same ‘rifle volunteers’ were part 
of a national movement of the period: perhaps it would be fair to describe 
them as a Victorian version of the much older county militias. 

However, it was on the other side of the Nene that the weather had its 
most striking effect. Moored close alongside the frontage of Hemment’s 
boatyard was a large pontoon. This, complete with chairs and benches, 
had been reserved for a number of Peterborough’s leading citizens and 
their tightly corseted ladies. For a while, large umbrellas and Fenland 
hardiness enabled top-hatted respectability to keep its place . . . but then 
the pontoon began to sink. Overcrowding and a steadily increasing 
amount of bilge water had brought poorly caulked upper seams down to 
river level. In short order, there was a startled departure ashore. Dignity 
and decorum were hurriedly cast aside: it was claimed by one journalist 
that the mayor of Peterborough was seen clinging to some railings during 
this watery rout. And still the rain poured down. 

Eventually, what remained of the soaked attendance was rewarded by 
some improvement in the weather, and actual boating got under way. In 
due course, it was reported that, quite soon, ‘the river was all alive with 
every kind of craft’. Understandably, published accounts of the earlier 
parts of the day betrayed a measure of confusion at times but, when it 
came to the racing, matters were reasonably clear. Skiffs, single and 
double-seated, competed in their own categories. Canoes took part in a 
rather curious race that required deliberate capsizes at certain points. 
What were sometimes styled ‘Fenland fours’ seem to have aroused a good 
deal of interest among the crowd. Such racing boats, very lightly planked 
and pulling four oars apiece, were steered by coxswains. It is possible that 
the origin of such designs involved a ‘cut-down’ version of certain eight-
oared boats used on the River Cam around the year 1830.  

Press reports of the kind considered here made only brief comment on 
the presence of a small steam launch as part of the regatta arrangements. 
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Spectators in the rain (Author’s artwork)



This craft provided 
short jaunts along the 
Nene for as many 
members of the public 
as possible. A limited 
role, but it contained a 
hint of what the 
Ouse–Nene complex 
would witness in later 
years. The introduction 
of steam power on 
those waters was a 
rather uneven process, 
marked in some of its 
aspects by problems of 

documentation and resulting obscurity. However, it should be kept in 
mind that by 1880 the Fenland lighters were giving up their sailing rigs. 
More over, although towing horses remained, their use sometimes gave rise 
to unwelcome diffi culties with land owners and claimed rights affecting 
riverbanks.  

Within that state of affairs, thoughts of towing by specialized steam-
tugs would not have been surprising: and, of course, steam-tugs did 
eventually become an accepted part of the lightering business (see 
Topmasts 16, 27–8). Who can say just what ‘pioneering’ thoughts were 
encouraged and urged onwards, that wet regatta day, at the sight of the 
small launch just mentioned? Ashore and afloat, King Steam, that icon of 
Victorian achievement, was making his presence felt with ever greater 
insistence. 

H. J. K. Jenkins 
Fellow, SNR 

Artefact Identification 

Question 1 Why do some Royal Naval ships’ copper bolts have a single 
broad arrow (top left) while others have numerous arrows (bottom left)? 
 
Question 2 A foreign ship’s copper bolt fastening with a single fluked 
anchor symbol: what is its nationality? 
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Steam launch at the regatta (Author’s artwork)

Left, copper bolts with single and multiple broad arrows; right, copper bolt with single fluked anchor symbol (Author’s 
photographs)



Answers to artefact identification in Topmasts 28: 
 
Artefact 1 This is a group of six 
apothecaries’ weights recovered 
over two diving seasons. There may 
have been a surgeon onboard the 
Pomone (1805–11) or the weights 
may have been in the baggage 
belonging to a distinguished 
passenger travelling back from the 
Mediterranean. These passengers 
included: Sir Harford Jones, the 
retiring ambassador to Persia; two 
Persian princes escorted by Major 
General Sir James Sutherland and 
Major General Sir Francis Wilder. 
Everyone sur vived including the 
fine Persian horses as a gift from the 
Shah of Persia to King George III. 

 
Artefact 2 Walter Taylor at Southampton was the main supplier of 
rigging blocks to the Admiralty in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. These illustr ations are the two types of Taylor’s bronze bearings 
known as ‘coaks’. The left hand ‘THICK’ coak comes from 38-gun Pomone 
(1805–11) and is suitable for a wide proportioned sheave; while the right 
hand ‘THIN’ coak comes from the captured French 38-gun Seine 
(1798–1803) suitable for a narrow sheave. 

John M. Bingeman 
Vice-President, SNR 
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(Author’s photograph)

This rigging block sheave has a 
‘THICK’ coak; a thinner sheave 
would have had a ‘THIN’ coak. ‘WT’ 
stands for Walter Taylor; ‘MY’ for 
May and ‘02’ for 1802. Reference: 
Pom//79/JMB/78. (Photograph Peter 
Hales, drawing John R Terry.)



Editor’s note 
I must thank David Antscherl, who is the first reader to give an answer to 
one of John Bingeman’s artefact quizzes: 

 
On page 24 of the current issue is an illustration (Artefact 2) of a 
coak from Pomone, 38 guns. ‘THICK’ refers to the type of block to 
which it was fitted. There were standard proportions for blocks, and 
also ‘THIN’ and ‘THICK’ varieties, depending on the diameter of line 
that was passed through them. 
 

If you can identify John’s artefacts, please do let me have your thoughts. 
Nigel Blanchford 

Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk 

Overseas News 

The Netherlands 
Commemoration of the Raid on the Medway, 1667–2017 

In June 2017 the 350th anniversary of the raid on the Medway was 
commemorated. In 1667 Dutch admiral Michiel de Ruyter undertook the 
famous raid on the Medway, or the ‘Journey to Chatham’ as it is called in 
the Netherlands. The English fleet was dealt a hefty blow and thus 
managed to hasten the end of the Second Anglo-Dutch War. Several 
activities commemorated the event, such as a memorial sailing trip from 
Flushing, De Ruyter’s birthplace, to Chatham, a comic book in Dutch and 
English on De Ruyter’s heroic deeds during the surprise attack, several 
exhibitions, and symposiums, and a ‘Medway on Flames’ fireworks 
spectacle at the Upnor Castle. 
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‘The Apotheosis of Cornelis de Witt’, copy after Jan de Baen (1667–1700) oil painting in which De 
Witt is depicted as a triumphant after the victory at Chatham (SK-A-4648, Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam)

mailto:Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk


Maritime Museum, Rotterdam 
New Managing Director 

Bert Boer is the new managing director of the Maritime Museum 
Rotterdam from 1 July 2018. He succeeded Frits Loomeijer who, after 
having led the museum for more than 12 years, has retired. 

In Bert Boer the Board of Trustees of the Maritime Museum Rotterdam 
found a person with extensive cultural and management experience in 
both the museum world and the business community. Boer worked as 
manager of the Rijksmuseum Muiderslot. Before that he worked for the 
Dutch Museum Association, NOC/NSF (Dutch Sports Federation / 
Dutch Olympic Committee), the Dutch Swimming Federation and 
Rabobank. 

The Maritime Museum is very grateful to Frits Loomeijer for his 
leading role in the success of the museum in recent years. He realized the 
merger with the Port Museum in 2014 and was the driving force behind 
the development of the Maritime Museum Port into an attractive maritime 
location in the city center. He gave shape to the science policy of the 
museum in collaboration with the Erasmus University Rotterdam with 
the establishment of the Rotterdam Center for Modern Maritime History. 
In 2016, the successful Offshore Experience opened where Frits 
Loomeijer was the initiator, there he was able to connect many partners 
from the maritime industry and technology education and to win several 
prestigious awards. 

‘Maritiem Portal’ 
Internet resource for Dutch Maritime History 

In the Netherlands there is a great interest in maritime history and 
therefore a great number of maritime organizations exist. Through one 
main website (https://maritiemportal.nl) the Maritiem Portal wants to 
make these organizations and their collections more visible and findable. 
Maritiem Portal’s target group consists of researchers and interested 
parties in maritime history, archeology and heritage. 

The website is fully searchable by word and it is possible to search for 
many items, e.g. maritime historical news, agenda with announcements of 
exhibitions, lectures, symposiums, other activities and recent publications, 
and links to the relevant websites. There is also an overview of institutions 
in the field of Dutch maritime history. All participating institutions can be 
found at Maritiem Portal: museums, research institutes, foundations and 
associations. An overview is also included of non-participating 
institutions with a maritime–historical link. ‘Collections’ presents 
descriptions of collections relating to the Dutch maritime past, with links 
to the relevant websites. The overview of collections can be searched via 
the keywords that are added per collection. Maritiem Portal also presents 
virtual exhibitions. MGN refers to information about the New Maritime 
History of the Netherlands (NMGN) and the (Old) Maritime History of 
the Netherlands (OMGN). The NMGN is a project that is closely 
interwoven with the Maritiem Portal and includes a new four-volume 
survey of Dutch maritime history. The OMGN is the forerunner of the 
NMGN and can be consulted digitally via the portal (in Dutch): 
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http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/retroboeken/mgn 
Furthermore there are links to publicly accessible websites about Dutch 

maritime history. The layout of the links follows the table of contents of 
the NMGN. In addition, an extra category with general links is included. 

Finally there is a description of the website and the project. In addition 
to the colophon and an overview with the members of the Governance 
Steering Group, the Content Workgroup and the web editors of the 
Maritiem Portal, all newsletters published so far can also be found here. 

Replica ship of Willem Barentsz launched 
After eight years of 
construction the replica 
of the ship of the Dutch 
navigator Willem 
Barentsz she finally went 
on the water on 27 
October 2018. Princess 
Margriet christened the 
ship De Witte Swaen in 
Harlingen . 

It is the life’s work of 
master shipbuilder Gerald 
de Weerdt. The project 
began 20 years ago with 
its research on sixteenth-

century shipbuilding methods that had been lost over the years. With the 
help of archaeological finds and source material he was able to trace this 
technique fairly accurately. ‘It was then of course the ultimate experience 
if we could build a ship according to that old method.’  

That was the ship of Willem Barentsz. But that job was not easily done, 
because in the sixteenth century shipbuilders mainly built on the eye and 
on the feeling. Thanks to the diary of the sailing officer Gerrit de Veer, De 
Weerdt was able to derive a lot of data about the ship. ‘Nonchalant 
comments suddenly gave fantastic information about how the ship was 
equipped.’ 

When it also turned out that Russia had found an authentic piece of 
Willem Barentsz’s ship, that was the icing on the cake, according to De 
Weerdt. ‘That fitted exactly in our reconstruction, then we knew we were 
really on the right track.’ 

Seafarer Willem Barentsz made three attempts to find a north-eastern 
sea route to Asia. During his third and final trip, in 1596, he was stranded 
with his crew in the ice off Nova Zembla. They had to cancel their trip and 
spent the winter on the island in a self-built wooden residence called Het 
Behouden Huys. It was only in the spring that Barentsz and his crew were 
able to return to the mainland with a self-built boat. Barents did not 
survive that journey. 

Construction of the replica of Barentsz’s ship started in 2010. The 
ambition was to have the ship ready in a few years, but the construction 
was delayed several times, partly due to a lack of funding, but the number 
of volunteers did not stop. Now the hull is ready and the ship could be 
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‘De Witte Swaen’ at her launch (Photograph by J. de Jager)

http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/retroboeken/mgn


launched. Only the upper part, including the masts and sails, is still 
missing. The ship is expected to be ready for its first voyage in the spring 
of 2020. The ship’s statistics are:  

Hull: 38,000 kilograms of oak 
Rope: 5.2 kilometres 
Sail: 244 square metres 
Man hours: 28,000 
Dimensions: 25 by 5 metres  

The ultimate dream of De Weerdt is to make the same journey after 
completion as Willem Barentsz wanted to do in 1596. ‘It would be great if 
that worked,’ says De Weerdt. ‘A homage to Willem Barentsz and his 
brave crew.’ 

For the time being only the trip to Nova Zembla is on the programme. 
‘Going to China is a very wild plan, it is very tempting, because there is a 
lot less ice now than it was. So, if there is a sponsor who puts a nice 
amount on the table, you won’t be able to hold us back, but that is not the 
plan for now.’ 

Ron Brand 
Maritime Museum Rotterdam 

Overseas Correspondent, SNR, The Netherlands 

Two New Museums 

There seems to be considerable public interest in maritime history, both in 
the UK where, for example, visitor numbers at the National Museum of 
the Royal Navy have increased by more than ten percent over the last four 
years and Michael Palin’s book Erebus has raised the prominence of 
maritime history in bookshop displays, and elsewhere in Europe with the 
announcement/opening of two new maritime museums. 

VRAK, Museum of Wrecks, Stockholm 

The Maritime Museum of Stockholm has announced the building of a new 
museum to capture the public interest in maritime archaeology and 
shipwrecks. The Baltic Sea with its brackish water is not a friendly 
environment for shipworms and wood-boring organisms, so there are 
many well-preserved wrecks with hulls intact that date from as far back as 
the fourteenth century.  

Swedish National Maritime and Transport Museums are working hard 
to build a new museum relating to the Baltic Sea’s unique cultural heritage. 
The museum, next to the well-established Vasa Museum on the island of 
Djurgården in Stockholm is scheduled to open in 2020. The agency has 
many years of expertise in in maritime archaeology, and using wrecks and 
other discoveries they will tell the stories of different peoples who have 
used the sea for their livelihood, as a sea route, a battlefield and as a 
graveyard. As well as the wooden ships and the artefacts associated with 
them, the museum will display finds from Stone Age settlements to more 
recent wrecks of iron and steel ships.  

For more details see https://www.maritima.se/balticsea. Short accounts 
of wrecks that have already been explored by the National Maritime 
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Museums can be found at https://www.sjohistoriska.se/en/maritime-
archaeology/wrecks-in-the-baltic-sea, and no doubt the VRAK Museum 
will soon be telling many similar stories. 

Passage West Maritime Museum, Cork 

In contrast to VRAK this small maritime museum, which opened in the 
summer of 2018, is the result of a community coming together to ensure 
that the maritime heritage of the area is not lost. 

The town of Passage West can legitimately claim to be the birthplace of 
Ireland’s steamship industry. The first steamship to be built in Ireland was 
the ‘City of Cork’, which was launched in 1815 at the actual site where the 
town’s maritime museum is now located. More than 200 years on, the 
museum is keeping alive the memory of this and other significant events, 
while also paying tribute to the generations of people from all walks of life 
that played such an important role in the maritime history of the town. 
Maritime history is integral to the community of Passage West. It was the 
original location for the Port of Cork until the late 1800s and predates 
Belfast as the home of Ireland’s steamship industry. 

Located less than 15 kilometres from Cork city centre the museum has 
many historic items on display. The wide variety of rare artefacts, 
including handcrafted models and rare maritime instruments, and archival 
material on display at Passage West Maritime Museum vividly 
demonstrate the lower harbour area’s proud heritage in boat building and 
repair, while also focusing on its association with significant events in 
maritime and military history. 

The museum is closed from November to March, but is worth a visit 
and will be an interesting ‘side trip’ for those attending the Maritime 
Spaces conference in Cork on 12 April. (See conferences section) 

For more information see http://passagemuseum.ie/index.html  
Nigel Blanchford 

Member, SNR  

SNR News 

SNR Council and the Figurehead from HMS ‘Centurion’ 

At its December meeting the SNR Council discussed at length an 
application from the National Museum of the Royal Navy (NMRN) for 
financial support to purchase the newly restored figurehead, carved in 
1844 for the 80-gun Third Rate ship, HMS Centurion. The ship was 
broken up by William Lethbridge and in 1912 the figurehead was attached 
to the wall of a former sail loft and workshop of the Upper Yard at the 
Holman Shipbuilding complex at Topsham, Devon. 

Naval figureheads are rare and hardly ever become available to be 
acquired by museums. This figurehead has been in private ownership 
since the ship it was built for was broken up in 1870 and this is the first 
opportunity for its acquisition by a UK museum. The NMRN cares for 
the largest figurehead collection in the UK, and this figurehead will be 
cared for according to professional museum standards and will be made 
accessible to the public. 
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Following extensive discussion it was 
recognized that the figurehead was not only 
a significant piece of naval history, but it 
was also of national importance, and the 
Council approved of a grant of £17,000 (77 
per cent of the purchase price). The 
figurehead will be displayed to the public in 
the figurehead gallery, within the Victory 
gallery at the NMRN. The acquisition of 

this figurehead will enable the museum to reconfigure the display of the 
existing figureheads and will allow for the transfer of a Devonport 
relevant figurehead to the museum’s Devonport Collection in Plymouth.  

The Society for Nautical Research will be credited for the acquisition in 
the interpretation of the figurehead and in publicity surrounding is 
acquisition. 

SNR and the Extended Project Qualification 

For some time, the Research and Programmes Committee has been 
examining potential new ways of fulfilling its remit to encourage ‘high 
standards in nautical research and education’. Historically, the society’s 
focus has been on the university sector, as demonstrated by our annual 
grants of money to support the ‘New Researchers in Maritime History’ 
conference, the maritime history seminars at King’s College London and 
(more recently) the University of Exeter, and the individual awards to 
students, who are invariably working at postgraduate level. As a former 
teacher who always attempted to sneak maritime elements into his 
teaching (no matter what the curriculum actually stipulated!), I have been 
keen for SNR to reach out to the UK school sector. It seems to me that 
such a move would at once fulfil and widen our remit, might raise 
awareness of the society among new generations, and, most important of 
all, might encourage lifelong interests in maritime history among young 
people. Both the Research and Programmes Committee and Council have 
enthusiastically endorsed this, so we have been attempting to identify 
ways in which we could recognize and reward achievement among 
students at secondary school level. 

One potential vehicle for achieving our objectives is the new ‘Extended 
Project Qualification’, or EPQ, which was introduced during the most 
recent raft of A-level reforms. This is essentially a ‘mini-thesis’ of 5,000 
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words, where students choose their own theme (in any subject discipline) 
and then research it themselves, employing the sorts of skills expected to 
students at higher levels – such as the use of a variety of sources, and 
providing proper references (yes, footnotes!). Clearly, the EPQ offers 
tremendous potential for students to study maritime topics, and not just 
in ‘obvious’ subjects like history, English literature or geography; for 
example, it would be perfectly feasible for students of physics, to choose 
just one example at random, to pursue research around the properties of 
different hull forms.  

I have spoken to a number of teachers involved with EPQs, and they all 
speak very highly of the opportunities that these present. Subsequently, 
the Research and Programmes Committee has discussed how we might 
develop a pilot scheme to see how much interest there might be in 
submitting maritime-related EPQs which could then qualify for a prize 
from the SNR. One of the great unknowns of doing this is that we simply 
have no idea of the likely response rate. While each school would only be 
able to put forward one candidate, and we would probably expect the 
greatest uptake to be from areas with a strong maritime tradition (e.g. 
Liverpool, Bristol, Cardiff, Southampton, etc.), it remains unclear how 
popular this might be. That being so, we ideally need a body of volunteers 
who would be willing to read EPQs that students have submitted – there 
would be no data protection issues here, as the pieces of work would be 
sent out anonymously (and both students and the schools would have 
given their consent before sending any work to us). I cannot stress enough 
that this will not be a marking exercise (the projects will already have been 
marked), and no experience of secondary teaching would be needed; in 
practice, the best EPQs I have seen are comfortably of good under -
graduate essay level, or, dare one say it, of many a published article! The 
commitment would be no more than to read a small number of 5,000-
word pieces and to put them into an order of merit. 

Clearly, this scheme will not succeed if volunteer assessors do not come 
forward. But it seems to me that this would be an excellent way for 
members, perhaps especially those who have retired from ‘day jobs’ and 
thus supposedly have some time on their hands, to become directly 
involved in the work of the SNR, and to participate in a scheme which 
aims to develop an interest in maritime research among young people. If 
you are interested in participating, please contact me at 
jdaviddavies@gmail.com, stating the subject areas in which you are 
interested and providing a line or two about any relevant expertise you 
possess.  

David Davies 
Chair, Research and Programmes Committee 

Book Launch in Newport, Home of the Medieval Ship 

Many members of the SNR have perhaps heard something of the 
Newport ship. They may remember the excitement when builders 
excavating a basement for a new arts centre in Newport in 2002 realized 
that their piles were being driven through medieval timbers. Soon it 
became clear that the wreck of a merchantman from the late medieval 
period had been discovered. Since the successful removal of the great 
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majority of the timbers from the original site and their conservation by a 
method very similar to that used for the Mary Rose, historians and 
archaeologists working together have discovered a great deal about the 
world of the Newport ship. Much of this new information can be found in 
a book launched in Newport on Saturday 23 June in the warehouse where 
the remains of the ship are now stored. The book, The World of the 
Newport Ship: Trade, politics and shipping in the mid-fifteenth century, 
edited by Evan T. Jones and Richard Stone and published by the 
University of Wales Press, not only includes a full account of the recovery 
and conservation of the ship by Toby Jones and Nigel Nayling, but 
chapters setting the vessel firmly in the context of the contemporary 
maritime and trading world. Short speeches at the launch event itself 
revealed how the discovery of this ship has stimulated new work in these 
fields. When the ship was first discovered it was not possible to date it 
beyond the somewhat vague assertion ‘after 1447’ the date of a votive coin 
found in the mast step. The necessary series of dendrochronological 
information could not be found. Now it is possible not only to date the 
ship’s timbers accurately but to identify the forest in the Basque region in 
which the oaks were felled. Similarly much more is now known about the 
trade between Newport, Bristol and Spain in which this vessel was an 
active participant, as Professor Wendy Childs and Dr Evan Jones revealed.  

The launch revealed the strong support for the conservation and 
eventual display of the ship not only in Newport and Wales as a whole but 
among the wider academic community. Chapters in the book are by 
scholars from Portugal and Florence as well as British specialists. The 
prospect that the ship can be displayed once the conservation of the 
timbers is completed in a suitable purpose-built gallery in the Newport 
Museum is becoming a reality. The publishing of this key text is a step on 
the way. The whole project has moved from its early days as an 
impediment to developers to a unique and valuable insight into the late 
medieval maritime world largely through the unflagging support and 
enthusiasm of local supporters, including the SNR’s former chairman, 
Alan Aberg. All members of the SNR are urged to visit one of the project’s 
open days and to get hold of this book. 

Susan Rose 
Fellow, SNR 

John P Bethell (1925–2017) 
Watercraft Information Resource Operational 

John Bethell, a long-standing member of the Society for Nautical 
Research (SNR) compiled a computer recorded ‘dictionary’ of Watercraft 
Information known as ‘WIR’. The ‘dictionary’ totals 7,480 individual 
entries on worldwide non-mechanically powered watercraft. His 
intention was for WIR with his supporting library to be jointly shared 
between SNR and the Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS). Since SNR 
has no library, NAS has taken over responsibility for the acquisition at 
their offices in Fort Cumberland, Portsmouth. NAS already has a library 
and following a separate gift of shelving, John Bethell’s extensive maritime 
library has been housed. 

It had been hoped that a similarly interested person could be found to 
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continue adding to this resource as John had been doing for the past 30 
years. Sadly, such a person has never come forward. The decision was 
made by Mark Beattie-Edwards, CEO of NAS and me to freeze the 
resource in its current format and make it available to both SNR and NAS 
members at Fort Cumberland. It is now available to members as a research 
aid for this field of nautical research. 

After opening WIR’s dedicated computer in the library, I selected 
Coracles to test the system. There is a choice of references; I selected one 
that noted the author’s name and title. The books are in alphabetical order 
according to author’s name, so the particular book was easily found. 

Access is by appointment with NAS staff at Fort Cumberland on: 
nas@nauticalarchaeologysociety.org, or by telephone on 02392 818 419. 
The library also holds a complete bound set of Mariner’s Mirror from 
volume 1, no. 1, January 1911 to volume 86, no. 4, November 2000. 
John M. Bingeman Mark Beattie-Edwards 
Vice-President, SNR CEO, Nautical Archaeology Society 

Anderson Fund 

Anderson Medal Winner 2017 

Each year, in memory of Dr Roger Charles Anderson, a 
distinguished naval scholar and founder member of the 
Society, the Society awards the Anderson medal for a 
book on maritime history published during the 
previous year. 

As a result of 19 books being nominated and judged 
last year the prestigious Anderson Medal, for the best 
maritime non-fiction book in 2017, has been awarded to 
Dr David Davies for his book Kings of the Sea: Charles 
II, James II and the Royal Navy (Seaforth, 2017). This 
book, unsurprisingly, has also been awarded a 
‘Certificate of Merit’ from the Maritime Foundation, in 
the Mountbatten Award ‘Best Book’ category, and their 

citation mirrors our own judging panel’s views in many ways: 
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This carefully researched and readable history makes a major 
contribution to understanding the little known but influential roles 
played by Kings Charles II and James II in promoting the develop -
ment of the Royal Navy through major reforms, innovation and 
exploration. Historically authoritative, this original work provides 
an invaluable insight into the emerging concept of sea power. The 
author’s lucid style and original approach makes this period in the 
evolution of the Royal Navy accessible to a wide audience. 
 

Other books shortlisted during the judging were, in no particular order: 
 

The Royal Navy in Eastern Waters: Linchpin of victory 1935–1942 •
by Andrew Boyd (Seaforth, 2017) 
The Shipwreck Hunter: A lifetime of extraordinary discoveries on •
the ocean floor by David L. Mearns (Allen & Unwin, 2018) 
The Aberdeen Line: George Thompson Jnr’s incomparable •
shipping enterprise by Peter H. King (The History Press, 2107) 
The First Atlantic Liner: Brunel’s Great Western steamship •
by Helen Doe (Amberly, 2107) 
The Admiralty Sessions 1536–1834 by George Durston •
(Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2017) 

 
The judging panel, drawn from members of the Research and 

Programmes Committee, were of the opinion that, as well as the winner, 
the books by Boyd and Mearns were of such a high standard that their 
merit should be acknowledged.  

Boyd’s book The Royal Navy in Eastern Waters was thought to be one 
of the most important books on twentieth-century naval history yet 
published and it produced a ground breaking and original analysis that 
changes our understanding of British naval policy in the late 1930s and the 
early years of the Second World War. It was deemed absolutely essential 
reading if that period is to be properly understood. 

Mearns’s book The Shipwreck Hunter, although autobiographical, 
provided a most absorbing account of how he, as a ‘shipwreck hunter’, 
used documentary and archaeological methodologies to discover some of 
the most significant and iconic shipwrecks on the ocean floor. 

It is planned that an award ceremony, where the Anderson Medal will 
be presented to David Davies, will take place at the National Maritime 
Museum on Thursday, 2 May 2019, at 16:30. This will be followed by a 
lecture, given by the author, and with a short reception held afterwards. 
Full details are given on page 4 of this newsletter.
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Researching the Organizational History 
of the Royal Marines 

Naval historiography has seen changes in the past several years. Some of 
the latest work by social and cultural historians has provided the 
foundations for innovative and challenging accounts of maritime and 
naval history, engaging with other existing scholarship and British history 
on a wider basis. This is particularly evident in scholarship that examines 
Britain’s relationship with the Royal Navy. Naval scholarship now moves 
beyond traditional chronologies formerly dominated by narratives of 
admirals and battles. One important component of the Royal Navy still 
provides further opportunities largely unexamined by historians: The 
Royal Marines.  

My research towards the completion of my PhD at the University of 
Portsmouth is an examination of the unique military culture and the 
organizational history of the Royal Marines through the nineteenth 
century to the interwar years of the 1920s. The thesis examines the social, 
cultural, and technological influences which effected changes to the Royal 
Marines in this period. 

Fortunately, most of the archival material of interest for researching the 
Royal Marines is located within the United Kingdom. While I am 
fortunate to live in Portsmouth, which is home to the archives of the 
Royal Marines Museum and the Portsmouth History Centre and Records 
Office, I identified early on the necessity of examining Admiralty and War 
Office records in the National Archives, the British Library, and the Caird 
Library at the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich, which would 

further illuminate the Royal Marine 
experience in my research. In also 
became evident that a visit to the 
archives of Churchill College 
Cambridge was in order. Finally, 
some further documents in the 
archives of Plymouth and West 
Devon Records Office would reveal 
further details about the unique 
connections between the marines 
and the port communities in which 
the Corps resided. Thanks to the 
generous grant from the Society for 
Nautical Research’s Anderson/ 
Tomlin fund to cover the costs of 
travel and lodging, I was able to 
make several trips throughout this 
year to visit these archives. 

Shortly after the awarding of the 
generous SNR grant, I made my 
first visit to the Churchill Archives 
in Cambridge to examine important 
documents relating to the 
‘Selborne–Fisher’ scheme, the 
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papers of Royal Marine and later cabinet minister Lord Maurice Hankey, 
and others such as the papers of Captain Byron Gordon-Fawcett, naval 
equerry to George V. The papers of Lord Hankey revealed early drafts of 
Hankey’s thoughts on how the Royal Marines might be better organized 
for amphibious operations. First Sea Lord Fisher was known in his time 
not to have been a particular friend of the Royal Marines, and Fisher’s 
papers revealed further how he and his supporters planned to further 
marginalise or make redundant the role of Royal Marine Officers. While 
the Royal Marines have at intervals found some powerful adversaries in 
government, they have likewise benefitted from equally powerful friends. 
In the correspondence of Captain Byron Gordon-Fawcett, equerry to 
George V, Lord Fisher and others in the Admiralty sought to influence the 
then Prince of Wales, who was also captain general of the Royal Marines, 
towards the implementation of the Selborne–Fisher scheme. In these 
letters, it was clear to see how without the intervention and support of the 
Prince of Wales, the story of the Royal Marines in the early twentieth 
century might have turned out very differently. A portion of the 
information and data I was able to research on this visit was useful 
towards a paper I presented in Bristol for the British Commission for 
Maritime History’s annual New Researcher’s Conference in April 2018. 
Conducting research at the Churchill Archives Centre was a very 
rewarding experience, thanks to a very friendly and helpful staff.  

My visit to the National Archives and the British Library over a week 
in August were especially useful. Admiralty and War Office records are 
notoriously challenging to navigate, so some extensive preparation and 
assistance was required in anticipation of this visit. One of the best finds 
on this visit were some specific correspondence and documents pertaining 
to the circumstances of the Royal Marine Division in Portsmouth being 
moved out of the town to nearby Gosport in 1848. Previously, only 
anecdotal references in histories of Portsmouth alluded to the actual 
circumstances, but was in fact due to a severe deterioration of relations 
between the marines and the military governor of Portsmouth who had 
family connections to the royal family. Some further research through 
Admiralty papers and committee minutes were useful in uncovering the 
challenges faced in defining the operational mission of the Royal Marines 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Some of these 
included documents which revealed the organizational challenges the 
Royal Marines faced, such as the forced amalgamation of the Royal 
Marines Artillery and Light Infantry in 1923, and those of the Madden 
Committee in 1927 which examined the case for the reorganization of the 
marines in favour of amphibious roles, and reinforcement of some of the 
traditional duties of marines within the Royal Navy. This research, along 
with further research on the Royal Marines Memorial, better known as the 
‘Graspan Memorial’, for marine service in the South African War, was 
presented at the November 2018 conference in Southampton for the 
British Commission for Military History’s annual New Researcher’s 
Conference. 

Finally, my visit to the Caird Library at the National Maritime Museum 
in Greenwich was most useful for the opportunity to examine additional 
diaries and letters of marine officers. The further details found here served 
to better illustrate those experiences of marines throughout my period of 
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research as they reflected on their service. My visit to Plymouth finally 
assisted in adding to, and also reinforcing, some further illustrations of the 
marine experience in port town communities which have been linked most 
closely to the Royal Marines from their earliest origins to this day. 

The great wealth of information and data I was able to collect is now 
being used towards the completion of my PhD thesis over the coming 
year. Finally, the experience has enriched my experience and knowledge as 
a researcher, as well as my understanding of nineteenth-century and early 
twentieth-century British naval history. The visits I have made to these 
archives have had a great impact to my research and progress towards 
completing my thesis, but also towards my own personal development as 
a historian. I am most grateful to the Society for their great support and 
encouragement to enable me to make these important research trips. 

John Bolt  
PhD researcher, University of Portsmouth 

Notices 

The Trafalgar Chronicle 

The Trafalgar Chronicle (TC) is a mixture of three As (Academic, 
Antiquarian and Amateur, with refereeing of the former but not the latter)  
has proved popular with readers – and just as importantly with buyers. 
Switching from private circulation to commercial publication the TC, as 
judged by its Amazon rankings in UK and USA, has also proved a success. 
As well as free distribution to members of the 1805 Club, the TC enjoys 
strong overseas sales, and it is available on Kindle. 

The Trafalgar Chronicle is seeking contributors. Next year’s edition 
(2019) is themed on ‘those who knew Nelson, his friends and 
acquaintances’. The TC runs at about 75,000 words and normally about 
half the articles are on the theme and the other half are more generally 
about sailing navies about the time Nelson, say 1750 to 1850. 

Previous themes have been the victory of sea power (2015), America 
and Americans in the age of sail (2016), the Royal Marines and USMC 
(2017) and the role of women in the age of sail (2018). This year’s theme 
was so popular that there was more than enough material to fill the whole 
edition on the single theme and several would-be contributors were 
disappointed.  

If you would like to contribute to the 2019 edition, whether along the 
lines of the theme or something more general, I should be delighted to 
hear from you. The TC has also successfully launched some first-time 
writers, and if, for example, you have a keen student who would like to 
contribute, I would be particularly pleased to hear from you. 

The deadline for copy is 1 May 2019, and publication is normally about 
Trafalgar Day. 

Peter Hore  
Fellow, SNR 

peterhore@btinternet.com 
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Commemoration of the Death 
of Admiral Sir William Cornwallis  

It was on 5 July 1819 that Admiral Sir William Cornwallis died. His last 
active command of a distinguished naval career was as Commander-in-
Chief, Channel Fleet from 1803 to 1806. He played thereby a crucially 
important role in the Trafalgar Campaign ensuring that no French fleet 
could gain control of the Channel sufficient to enable Napoleon to land 
his army on English soil. In 1806, he retired to his country home at 
Milford-on-Sea, and on his death was buried at the local church, All 
Saints.  

Milford-on-Sea Historical Record Society (MoSHRS) and the 1805 
Club are planning a commemoration weekend to ‘Remember Cornwallis’. 
On Friday, 5 July 2019, the Bishop of Basingstoke will officiate at a service 
at All Saints Church to dedicate restored memorials to Cornwallis and 
Rear-Admiral John Peyton. Other dignitaries, including serving officers 
of the Royal Navy and officials of both MoSHRS and the 1805 Club, will 
attend. A Sea Cadet band will be present, and there will be a re-enactment 
of the arrival of Collingwood’s Trafalgar Dispatch in the Trafalgar Way 
post-chaise. 

On Saturday 6th there will be a group visit to Bucklers Hard followed 
in the evening by a black tie/lounge suit dinner at South Lawn Hotel. 
Appropriately enough, South Lawn Hotel is a part of Cornwallis’ original 
estate and the dinner will be held in the Cornwallis Suite. The guest 
speaker will be Professor Andrew Lambert. 

The weekend will finish on Sunday with a trip to St Barbe Museum and 
Art Gallery, Lymington where there will be an extensive exhibition 
covering Cornwallis and the sailing navy of the time, with information on 
how the New Forest, in terms of its people and its trees, contributed to the 
wars against the French. 

Enquiries to the 1805 Club: stephen.tregidgo@gmail.com 
or Barry Jolly  at MoSHRS: editors@milfordhistory.org.uk 

Calls for Papers 

Connecting the Oceans:  
The Impact of Global Steam in the Nineteenth Century 

SS Great Britain, Bristol, 6 and 7 September 2019 
A conference under the joint auspices of the SS Great Britain and the 
Society for Nautical Research, to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the 
rescue of the Great Britain and her return to Bristol 

The nineteenth century was a period of astonishing change in the 
maritime world. The advent of steam technology ended the age-old 
dependence on wind and tide, shortened voyages, ended some trades and 
enabled others, destroyed or made entire professions, caused the demise of 
many ports and contributed to the rise of others, and brought prosperity 
to individuals, cities, and entire regions. The SS Great Britain, and the 
variety of roles she played in her long life – ocean liner, troopship, 
emigrant ship, collier – epitomizes these remarkable developments, and 
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will provide an iconic venue for a major conference to discuss these 
themes. The involvement of the SNR marks and remembers the major 
contribution of the society, and individual members of it, to the campaign 
to save and bring home this unique ship. 

The conference will bring together key contributors from within the 
broad field of maritime history, as well as those who write on maritime 
themes, but do not consider themselves maritime historians; contributions 
from a wide variety of disciplines are welcome, and, indeed, actively 
encouraged. The conference organizers will aim to achieve a balance 
between papers from established authorities and from new or early career 
researchers. Papers and key discussion points may be published in hard 
copy and/or online by the SNR. 

Proposals of 500 words, together with a short biography of no more 
than 150 words, should be submitted by 1 May 2019 to James Boyd, 
History Fellow in the Brunel Institute, SS Great Britain:  

jamesb@ssgreatbritain.org. 
For more information go to https://snr.org.uk/news/call-for-papers-

connecting-the-oceans-the-impact-of-global-steam-in-the-nineteenth-
century/  

NB There will be a nominal fee for the conference of £30 (£20 for 
students). Please book via Eventbrite; registration will open on 1 June 
2019. 

2019 McMullen Naval History Symposium 
19–20 September 2019, US Naval Academy, Annapolis md 

#McMullen19 
The year 2019 marks numerous anniversaries in naval history. It is the 75th 
anniversary of the battle of Leyte Gulf, the 50th anniversary of the North 
Korean shootdown of Deep Sea 129, the 150th anniversary of the 
establishment of the US Navy Good Conduct Medal, the 150th 
anniversary of the Japanese battle of Hakodate during the Meji 
Restoration, and the 200th anniversary of US Congress giving the 
Secretary of the Navy sole responsibility for the naming of ships. From 
operational history, to social history, to political history, and every 
approach in between, the naval and maritime history of the United States 
and the wider world remain rich areas of research and scholarship. 

The History Department of the United States Naval Academy invites 
proposals for papers to be presented at the 2019 McMullen Naval History 
Symposium on any topics related to American or world, naval and maritime 
history.  

Proposal deadline: 15 February 2019. 
Email proposals to navalhistorysymposium@gmail.com by midnight. 

The program committee anticipates announcing a draft program by the 
end of April 2019; papers are due to the committee and to panel 
chairs/commenters by 16 August 2019. 

Further information on the 2019 McMullen Naval History Symposium 
will be available online at 

https://www.usna.edu/History/Symposium/index.php 
Specific inquiries may be directed to the Symposium Director, 

Commander Benjamin ‘BJ’ Armstrong, via the email address listed above.
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Canadian Nautical Research Society 

2018 CNRS-SCRN Conference and Annual General Meeting 
Lower Lakes, Upper Lakes: Connecting Maritime Heritage, 

Part 2 

Thunder Bay, Ontario, 22–24 August 2019 
The Upper Great Lakes have been significantly impacted by 
transportation systems that merged water with land. The westerly 
movement of people, manufactured goods, and coal led to the easterly 
shipment of grain and iron ore. Settlements emerged where steamships 
could connect with railways, with an infrastructure of elevators, freight 
sheds, and port-related industries such as dry docks and shipbuilding. 
Shipping and port activities left a rich legacy of memory, artefacts, and 
documents that have begun to fade with the transition of these waterfront 
communities to residential and recreational uses. Proposals are invited for 
presentations that explore the maritime heritage of the Upper Lakes from 
a wide variety of perspectives. Topics of interest could include:  

Proposals on other maritime topics from all time periods are also 
welcome. The Canadian Nautical Research Society is committed to 
making maritime history more accessible, and to fostering a culture of 
inclusion. We invite interdisciplinary proposals from speakers who will 
contribute to the diversification of our discussions and community. 

Please send a working title, a brief abstract of up to 300 words, and a 
short biographical sketch no later than 1 March 2019 by email to 
conf2019@cnrs-scrn.org, or by regular mail to: Chris Madsen, Canadian 
Forces College, 215 Yonge Blvd., Toronto, Ontario M5M 3H9, Canada. 
See https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/admin/conferences_e.html  

Conferences 
1st World Congress on Maritime Heritage 

Singapore, 13–15 March 2019 
The congress will initiate a co-ordinated effort to communicate the 
importance of our maritime heritage and current maritime endeavours. 

It will bring together a diverse global array of maritime stakeholders, 
and provide a unique opportunity for all to form new partnerships 
towards achieving a common objective: securing a sustainable future 
through better understanding of our common maritime heritage. 

For background information about the Congress, go to 
http://european-marit ime-heri tage.org/docs/conferences/ 

2019WorldCongress.pdf  
For more information about the programme, venue and booking, go to 
https://wcmh2019.com/program-2/  

New Researchers in Maritime History Conference 2019 

Centre for Port and Maritime History and Liverpool John Moores 
University, Liverpool 22–23 March 2019 

The British Commission for Maritime History, in association with the 
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Centre for Port & Maritime History and Liverpool John Moores 
University, invites contributions to its twenty-fifth conference for new 
researchers. Hosted by Liverpool John Moores University, the conference 
provides a unique opportunity for new scholars to present their work in 
this historic port. The Conference supports emerging scholars who wish 
to share their work in a supportive environment and build relations with 
other maritime historians.  

The Naval Dockyards Society Annual Conference  
‘We stand on guard for thee.’ Dockyards and Naval Bases in 

North America, the Atlantic and the Caribbean 

National Maritime Museum, London SE10 9NF, 30 March 2019 
The sentiment expressed in the 
chorus of ‘O Canada’, the Canadian 
national anthem written in 1880, 
could represent that of any naval 
base for its territory. This one-day 
conference will examine the role of 
naval bases in North America, the 
North Atlantic and the Caribbean. 
Were bases built to defend colonies, 
to control colonies, or to act as 
springboards for attacking the 
enemy? How useful were bases in 
the seventeenth to the twentieth 
centuries? Some bases expanded in 
the world wars. How much was this 

for local defence and how much to defend convoys? 
An exciting and wide-ranging international programme features three 

papers focused on shore and air facilities in North American naval bases: 
the Upper Canadian hemp supply, naval dockyards on the Great Lakes and 
the Rush-Bagot Treaty, and shore facilities for maritime and naval aviation 
in the North Atlantic. These are followed by four papers examining 
specific naval issues: West Indies naval hospitals, historic defences at La 
Fortileza at Santo Domingo, the history and re-use of Brooklyn navy yard 
at New York, and heritage issues at Port Royal Jamaica. 

More details at https://navaldockyards.org/conferences/ or contact 
Ann Coats avcoatsndschair@gmail.com  

HMS ‘Trincomalee’ and Pax Britannica 
in the Nineteenth Century 

6 April 2019, 09:00–16:00 
The conference will address HMS Trincomalee: her building, service, 
restoration and future. 

Speakers will include Captain R. M. Eddleston OBE TD* RNR, Professor 
Andrew Lambert, Dr Tim Voelcker and Professor Eric Grove. 

The presentations will either be aboard HMS Trincomalee or in a 
function suite overlooking the ship dependent on numbers, as will the 
duration of the escorted tours. Free parking is available on land adjacent to 
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the ship. There is a Premier Inn on the dockside (01429 800957) and a 
Travelodge (0871 984 6504) both within easy walking distance of the ship.  

* Booking is essential, contact treasurer.mhn@gmail.com for further 
details and the full programme. 

Maritime Spaces, Shows and the Nineteenth-century City  
University College Cork, 12 April 0900 – 1800 

Confirmed Keynote Speakers are 
Graeme Milne, Senior Lecturer in 
Modern History, University of 
Liverpool, and Clare Pettitt, professor 
of nineteenth-century literature and 
culture, King’s College London 

In recent decades, circum-Atlantic 
and global discourses have pushed us 
as scholars in the humanities to 
reappraise the place of the maritime, 
and its effects, in our conception of the 

nineteenth century. Writers, artists, and audiences were closer to the sea 
and shipping, both figuratively and literally, than we once thought, 
leading us to examine how this relationship shaped the thoughts, 
perceptions, and practices of port citizens across the Atlantic archipelago. 

Further details will be posted in due course at 
https://maritimespaces.wordpress.com  

VIth International Colloquium of the Governance of the 
Atlantic Ports (fourteenth–twenty-first centuries) 

Oostende, Belgium, 24–26 April 2019 
Ports were the main nodes in the network that framed the 
Atlantic world since the sixteenth century. They were the 
focus of commercial life, maritime activities and financial 
life. These activities created specific social dynamics which 
characterized port cities. In this conference we are going to 
deal with the broad topic of social relations and dynamics in 
the Atlantic port cities on both sides of the Atlantic, and 
both north and south. 

Contact: Michael Limberger: michael.limberger@ugent.be  

Maritime Animals 
Telling stories of animals at sea 

National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London, April 26-27, 2019 
Keynote speakers: Thom van Dooren William Gervase Clarence-Smith 
In maritime narratives of humans, ships and the sea, animals are too often 
absent, or marginalized in passing references, despite the fact that ships once 
carried, and were populated by, all kinds of animals. Horses, mules and 
other ‘military’ animals crossed the sea to their battlefields, while livestock 
were brought on- board to be killed and eaten. Sailors and passengers kept 
animal companions, ranging widely from cats and parrots to ferrets and 
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monkeys. Animal stowaways, such as rats, 
termites and shipworms, did tremendous 
damage to ships’ structures and stores, 
especially during the age of sail.  

The conference seeks to shed fresh light 
on maritime history by placing animals 
centre stage. 

To register your interest in attending this 
conference, please contact Lizelle de Jager 

ldejager@rmg.co.uk  
The conference programme is here: 

https://www.rmg.co.uk/sites/default/files/Maritime%20Animals%20-
%20draft%20programme%20-%20November%202018.pdf  

The Ocean Tide and the Port of Liverpool 

Saturday 11 May 2019 
A meeting at the Merseyside Maritime Museum open to anyone interested 
in the tides and the port of Liverpool. 

This meeting is organised by the National Oceanography Centre and 
the University of Liverpool, in association with the Centre for Port and 
Maritime History (University of Liverpool, Liverpool John Moores 
University and Merseyside Maritime Museum) and the Liverpool 
Institute for Sustainable Coasts and Oceans (National Oceanography 
Centre, University of Liverpool and Liverpool John Moores University). 

This meeting marks the 100th anniversary of the world-famous 
Liverpool Tidal Institute, founded at Liverpool University in 1919 before 
moving to Bidston Observatory on the Wirral. 

Most of the speakers below come from the National Oceanography 
Centre and Liverpool University and are some of the world experts on 
these topics. 

See this web site nearer the time for any changes to the programme. 
https://conference.noc.ac.uk/ocean-tide-and-port-liverpool  

Look out for further events to mark this very special occasion. 

Re-imagining the Mediterranean:  
Transcultural Networks in the Early Modern World. 

University of Warwick, 17 May 2019 
Keynote speakers James Amelang (Madrid), Colin Heywood 
(Emeritus/Hull). 
Convenors Giada Pizzoni and Anastasia Stylianou. 
The Mediterranean was the international hub of early modern Europe. Its 
cultural and ethnic diversity was frequently commented upon by 
observers, and texts, art works, and material objects depicting its exotic 
richness were eagerly purchased across the adjoining three continents. As 
such, it is an outstanding focal point for transcultural, transnational, and 
interdisciplinary studies of the early modern world.  

This conference looks to draw upon recent, fruitful trends in scholar -
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ship, in order to challenge and 
extend existing models of 
international net works in the early 
modern Mediterranean. Its aim is to 
draw together the bur geoning but 
disparate bodies of research related 
to this topic, in order to facilitate 
understanding of how these cross-
cultural encounters influenced 
religious, socio-cultural, economic, 
political, and national identities. 

Further details: 
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/history/ecc/events/mediterranean 
Registration: 
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/history/ecc/events/mediterranean/reg/ 

Neptune’s Children: Early Modern Waterways 
An interdisciplinary conference on rivers, oceans, and ships in 

the early modern world 

Mure Room, Merton College, Oxford, 24 May 2019, 0930 - 1830 
Our work as early modernists has been 
shaped by the great eddies of sea 
studies which have, over decades, 
challenged the way we think about the 
national and the global, from Braudel’s 
Mediterranean, via John Elliott’s 
Atlantic, to Steve Mentz’s shipwrecks. 
In gathering together Neptune’s 

Children, we ask what might happen when we look at the world from the 
perspective of rather different waters: from swamps, from lakes, from 
rivers; from the Indian Ocean, Mexico City, or the Firth of Forth; from 
bluewater, brownwater and bilgewater. We bring together scholars of 
early modern Europe, India and Latin America, who are historians, 
literary and legal specialists; and although Neptune fathers many of our 
watery discussions, we are expecting that the Aztec god Tlaloc might also 
talk back. How can we think better about early modern water, in a world 
in which water is once again a pressing political concern? 

https://neptuneschildrenconference.wordpress.com  

41st Annual World Ship Society Naval Meeting 

Bristol Commonwealth Society, 14 Whiteladies Road, Clifton, Bristol 
BS8 1PD 1 June 2019 10:30–17:00  

 
Programme 
Twelfth DK Brown Lecture British Perceptions of the Italian Navy 

1935–1943 Dr Richard Hammond 
Scapa 1919: The archaeology of a scuttled fleet Dr Innes McCartney 
Co-operation and Collaboration: the British and Dutch Navies in the 
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Cold War Dr Jon Wise 
The Allocation of ex-enemy vessels at the end of the Second World War 

Professor Aidan Dodson 
Operation Ration: The Royal Navy’s blockade of Vichy France 1940 – 

1942 Dr Richard Osborne 
 
Attendance fee £15 or £25 including lunch. Full details available from Dr 
RH Osborne, 11 Beechwood Road, Nailsea, Bristol BS48 2AF or email: 

drosborne@blueyonder.co.uk.  
ALL WELCOME 

The Problem of Piracy: An Interdisciplinary Conference on 
Plunder by Sea across the World from the Ancient to the 

Modern 

24-26 June 2019, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow 
The study of piracy brings with it 
several interpretational problems and 
questions. As a global phenomenon 
that has lasted millennia, even 
defining piracy historically is 
difficult. Its meaning depended on 
distinctive legal and customary 
perceptions of predation at sea by 
diverse communities, kingdoms, and 
empires. Scholars have recently 
engaged with other important 

questions about piracy and maritime predation: How have acts of 
maritime predation been perceived in different contexts? In what 
circumstances did pirates self-identify as pirates? By what means was 
piracy suppressed? To what extent did different pirate communities 
engage in alternative political, economic, and social structures? Basically, 
how should scholars see piracy? 

In June 2019, this three-day conference seeks to address these and other 
‘problems’ of piracy by bringing together a wide range of postgraduate, 
early career, and senior researchers who study any aspect of piracy and 
maritime predation across various chronological, geographical, and 
disciplinary barriers. Doing so will offer the opportunity to compare and 
contrast different episodes, interpretations, and perceptions of piracy and 
maritime predation from the ancient to the modern period. 

Email: problemofpiracyconference@outlook.com 

Normandy 75 Conference 

University of Portsmouth Business School 22–25 July 2019 
Global War Studies, Brécourt Academic, and the University of 
Portsmouth Business School, in association with The D-Day Story and 
the Navy Records Society, are pleased to announce a major international 
conference marking the 75th anniversary of the Normandy campaign. 

Normandy 75 will bring together scholars, students, and the general 
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public to explore this seminal event in detail, and will endeavour to 
promote an interdisciplinary and international study of the Normandy 
campaign by means of drawing upon the latest scholarship from a variety 
of disciplines. The conference will also serve as a forum for Second World 
War historians to discuss and debate the wide-ranging, international 
implications of the campaign and how it impacted other theatres – and 
aspects – of the conflict. 
 
Normandy 75 and the City of Portsmouth 
The City of Portsmouth, and the adjacent areas of Gosport and Southsea, 
have a close association with the Normandy Campaign. 30,000 troops 
embarked at Portsmouth and the surrounding area on the vessels that 
would carry them to Normandy escorted by the many warships that had 
also gathered there. The massive Portsmouth naval dockyard provided 
critical construction, repair, and supply facilities for the maritime elements 
of the invasion force. 

In short, there is no place within the United Kingdom more suited as a 
venue for this important conference on one of the most significant events 
in 20th century military history. 

For more details and registration please go to  
http://www2.port.ac.uk/portsmouth-business-school/conferences-

and-business-events/normandy-75/  

19th International Congress of Maritime Museums 
Mariehamn, Åland & Stockholm, Sweden 15-20 September 2019  
Arranged by Åland Maritime Museum Trust in co-operation with the 
Swedish National Maritime Museums.  

The next ICMM biennial Congress returns to northern Europe with a 
unique format. The Congress begins in Stockholm, Sweden on Sunday 15 
September, then moves by Baltic ferry - with Congress sessions onboard - 
to Mariehamn in the Åland Islands of Finland. Here the Aland Maritime 
Museum hosts the final days of the Congress. 

For further information and the programme, please go to 
https://www.maritima.se/icmm  

Lectures 

Caird Library Research Seminars 2019 

Seminars are on Mondays. There will be no seminars in January, February 
and August. All seminars will be held between 15.30 and 16.30, and will 
take place in The Caird Library, Sammy Ofer Wing, National Maritime 
Museum, Greenwich, London SE10 9NF  

Members of the Museum, adult learners, independent researchers, 
academic and university students and members of the public are welcome 
to attend the seminars. No booking is necessary!  

For further information please contact the Research Administrator on 
020 8312 6716 or email: research@rmg.co.uk  

Convenor: Martin Salmon  
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4 March Sinecures and Smuggling: The royal yachts at Greenwich 1713–39 
Dr Chris Ware, Greenwich Maritime Centre  

The royal yachts transported the Hanoverians to and from the continent 
and were often given as sinecures to senior post captains. However, what 
did the crew do when the king was not on board, particularly in the Dutch 
ports? According to HM Customs and Excise, they were all too often 
loading the vessels with contraband and smuggling it back to England. 
This led to a series of conflicts, both legal and physical, between the crew 
of the Royal Yachts and the custom officials on the Thames  
1 April The lives and afterlives of John Webber’s images of the Pacific 

(1776–1784): pictures as performances of cross-cultural exchange 
Ben Pollitt, Caird short-term fellow  

This seminar will focus on John Webber’s images relating to James Cook’s 
final voyage (1776–80). It considers ways of communicating beyond the 
spoken word, highlighting the visual over the vocal. In doing so, it will 
examine the extent to which forms of visual ‘entertainment’: dances, 
sporting events, pyrotechnic displays and indeed Webber’s pictures 
themselves, as well as those of other Cook voyage artists, helped facilitate 
cross-cultural understanding both during and after the voyage.  
13 May Reconstructing Sir Humphrey Gilbert 

Professor Rory Rapple, Caird short-term fellow  
Our understanding of Sir Humphrey Gilbert, despite his relative celebrity 
as a pioneer of Anglophone Empire, has been distorted because different 
aspects of his life have been compartmentalised one from another. This 
paper pieces Gilbert back together and considers the new and startling 
things a reconstructed Sir Humphrey can tell us about Elizabethan 
politics, political thinking and society.  
3 June ‘The sort of thing that appeals to scientists’: interpreting 

expedition photography for public exhibition 
Dr Elizabeth Watkins, Sackler short-term fellow  

Polar expeditions of the early 1900s interlaced experimental scientific 
photography (multiple and flashlight exposures) with the work of 
professional travel photographers. Expedition ephemera – newspaper 
reports, posters, lantern slides, catalogues – reveal a social history of polar 
exploration in public exhibition. An analysis of subtle combinations of 
photographic practices (snapshots, colour, superimposition, stereoscopic 
views) with images produced through expedition research reveals 
temporality and the elision of details as integral to cultural constructions 
of science and spectacle.  

Kings Maritime History Seminars 

7 February 2019 Whence Came the Royal Navy Fleet of 1939? 
Alexander Clarke, Kingston University 

21 February 2019 ‘Cast your bread upon the waters . . .’: The Revd John 
Cynddylan Jones and the Ships of Evan Thomas, Radcliffe & Co., 
Cardiff David Jenkins, National Museum of Wales 

7 March 2019 Empire of the Rising Sun and Empire of the Owl: A 
comparative approach to sea power as cultural identity in Imperial Japan 
(1868–1941) and fifth century BCE Athens Kunika Kakuta, King’s 
College London 
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25 April Protecting the Mediterranean: Ottoman Responses to 
Maritime Violence in the Eighteenth Century Michael Talbot, 
University of Greenwich 

9 May The Air Debate: Naval Ideas of Air Power in the Inter-War 
Period Neil Datson, Independent Scholar 

23 May ‘False Shipwreck’d Sailors’: Shipwreck Imposters and Charity in 
Nineteenth-Century England Cathryn Pearce, University of 
Portsmouth 

Seminars take place on Thursdays, 17:15–18:30, room K6.07, Department 
of War Studies, KCL, Strand, WC2R 2LS (6th Floor, King’s Building), 

This seminar series is hosted by the Laughton Naval History Unit of 
the Sir Michael Howard Centre for the History of War in the Department 
of War Studies, King’s College London. It is organized by the British 
Commission for Maritime History (www.maritimehistory.org.uk) in 
association with the Society for Nautical Research (https://snr.org.uk/). 

For further information about the King’s Maritime History Seminar, 
contact Dr Alan James alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk. 

University of Exeter 
Centre for Maritime Historical Studies Seminar Programme 

6 February 2019 The Patterns of Insanity in the Royal Navy 1789–1817 
Catherine Beck, Pearsall Fellow, Institute of Historical Research  

New research on insanity in the Royal Navy in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth century. This is a joint seminar between the Centre for 
Maritime Historical Studies, and the Centre for Medical History 
Room B105, Amory Building 
20 February The Royal Navy and the American Revolution, Professor 

Stephen Conway, University College, London 
Latest research on the navy, the Navigation Laws, and the origins of the 
American Revolution 
LT4.1 Queens Building, 17:00 to 19:00 
13 March, The Age of Revolutions and Empire in the Indian and Pacific 

Oceans, Sujit Sivasundaram 
Dr Sujit Sivasundaram will present his latest research as part of a joint 
Centre for Maritime Historical Studies and Centre for Imperial and 
Global History seminar. 
Queens Building LT4.2, 16:30 to 19:00 
20 March Latest research on the maritime elements of the Second World 

War Professor Paul Kennedy of Yale University 
17:00 to 19:00 Venue tba 
8 May Mediterranean entrepreneurs in the first global age: networks, 

personal trajectories and circulation in the seventeenth century 
Josep San Ruperto 

Dr Josep San Ruperto will present his latest research, working as part of 
the ‘Average-Transaction Costs and Risk Management during the First 
Globalization’ ERC-funded project. 
Harrison Building 215 17:00 to 19:00 
For further information please contact: J.Davey3@exeter.ac.uk : 01392 
724580 For a Stretham Campus map, go to: http://www.exeter.ac.uk/visit/ 
directions/streathammap/  
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Friends of HMS ‘Trincomalee’ 
27 February Society in Captain Cook’s Navy, 1728–79 Richard 

Davison (National Museum of the Royal Navy) 
20 March A party to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the Wednesday 

arrival of HMS Trincomalee in England 
  
Unless otherwise stated all events take place at West Hartlepool Rugby 
Football Club, Catcote Road Hartlepool TS25 4HA at 19:00; talks startat 
19:30 after refreshments. These events are free for Friends, accompanying 
guests are charged £3 each. 
http://friendsofhmstrincomalee.org.uk  

Friends of the Fleet Air Arm Museum 
Monthly Talks 

Talks are held in the FAAM auditorium on the last Thursday of each 
month (except August and December) at 19.30. The entry price is £7.00 
(unless otherwise stated). Non members are welcome. The price includes 
light refreshments, including a glass of wine. These are very popular events 
and numbers are limited. Tickets are available online and from the 
Museum Ticket Box during normal Museum opening hours. Remaining 
tickets can be bought on the night as capacity allows. For any queries 
please contact the Museum Ticket Box on 01935 842617. 
28 February The Bombing of Sherborne, 30 September 1940 

Chris Shores 
28 March From Kittyhawk to Cape Canaveral 

Wing Cdr (Rtd) Tony Davies 
 
Please note that talks start promptly at 19.30. Entry is via the lower 
(wheelchair) access. Latecomers should ring the bell at the left of the gate 
to gain admission. Further lectures in this series will be announced at: 
http://www.fleetairarmfriends.org.uk/monthly-talks/  

Centre for Port and Maritime History 
Mike Stammers Memorial Lecture 

Merseyside Maritime Museum, Wednesday, 8 May 2019 18:15 
Don’t think of emigrating! Liverpool and overseas migration during the 
First World War Rachel Mulhearn, former Director of Merseyside 
Maritime Museum 

SNR South 

The SNR (South) usually meet at 14:00 on the second Saturday of each 
month from October to May but check before you arrive. We meet in the 
Royal Naval Club, 17 Pembroke Road, Old Portsmouth (near the 
Cathedral). Members may lunch beforehand in the Club (full lunch or bar 
menu) and enjoy the view over Southsea Common and the Solent.  
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9 February The Strange After-life of Captain Cook Dr John McAcleer 
9 March Hammocks, Plimsolls & Silk Bows: Life below deck on the 

Royal Yacht Mike Hill 
13April The Interrogators: Naval intelligence during the two World 

Wars  Derek Nudd 
11 May Spies, Saboteurs and the Dreadnoughts Dr Philip MacDougal 
 
There may be changes if a speaker’s availability changes. We are still 
planning our three annual local visits and have in mind - first a Solent Fort; 
second a visit to HMS Alliance and the Explosion Museum and third a trip 
to SKY in Southampton.  
 
24–27 September Three-day visit to Liverpool Maritime Heritage – tbc 
For further information on the visits go to www.nauticalresearch.co.uk  

The Wellington Trust Heritage Evenings 
HQS Wellington, Temple Stairs, Victoria Embankment, London 

WC2R 2PN 
11 February Huff-duffs and Hedgehogs: Defeating U-boats Ian Insley 
11 March Captain Fryatt: Centenary of repatriation Mark Baker 
The start time is 18:30, with the Wardroom bar open from 17:45. 

As usual, for those who wish to enjoy the supper, and the sociability 
that accompanies it, the cost is £27 for Wellington Trust Friends and £32 
for non-members. If you would like to come for the lecture, but are 
unable to stay for the supper, then we ask for a donation of £5. 
Please apply to the Business Manager onboard for places by telephone: 
0207 836 8179, e-mail: info@thewellingtontrust.com  

For booking forms and further information, go to 
http://www.thewellingtontrust.com/events/category/heritage-evenings/ 

New Books by Members 

Lawrie Phillips The Royal Navy Day by Day 
The History Press, £60 
This weighty volume of 832 pages is the fifth edition of the 
Royal Navy’s unofficial but de facto standard naval history 
reference book which is issued to all HM ships and 
establishments. The Naval Review considers that this is 
‘probably one of the most well-thumbed and valued books 
Captains of Her Majesty’s Ships possess’. 

Two pages are devoted to every day of the year into 
which Lawrie Phillips packs a selection of significant naval 
events – operational and administrative – from the Armada 

to Afghanistan and beyond. A further challenge has been to make the 
entries representative of the wider service – to include the Royal Marines 
and in later years the Submarine Service, naval aviation, the WRNS, 
women at sea and the RFA. The whole is illustrated with hundreds of 
historic images. 

The work is an overall tribute to the Royal Navy but it is not a company 
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history and Commander Phillips mentions the occasional dropped catches 
and own goals scored down the years, the inclusion of which adds 
credibility to the overall story. There whole is leavened with the Navy’s 
quirky ways and unique mannerisms which make Day by Day a sheer 
delight.  

The First Sea Lord of the day writes the Foreword to this book which 
is dedicated by the gracious permission of Her Majesty The Queen to the 
Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom. 

‘This book has become an essential work of reference and of inspiration 
throughout the Fleet’, writes Admiral Sir Jonathon Band, former First Sea 
Lord and now Chairman of the National Museum of the Royal Navy, in 
his preface, ‘a remarkable publication and a tremendous achievement’.  
 

Anthony Tibbles Liverpool and the Slave Trade 
Liverpool University Press, £14.95 
During the course of more than four centuries, merchants 
in Liverpool were responsible for forcibly transporting 
over a million and a half Africans across the Atlantic to 
work as enslaved labourers on the plantations of the 
Caribbean as their ships carried a larger number of Africans 
than those of any other European port. White colonial 

owners used the enslaved Africans to produce sugar and other valuable 
tropical goods which were consumed at home in Britain.  

Liverpool and the Slave Trade is the first comprehensive account of the 
city’s participation in the trade. It tells the story of the merchants and 
ships’ captains who organised the trade and shows how they bought and 
sold Africans, how they treated the enslaved during the Atlantic voyage 
and how they and the wider community benefitted from the slave trade. It 
concludes with the efforts to end the trade and the legacy it has left in 
Liverpool and beyond. Drawing on the most recent research as well as 
extensive use of contemporary documents and personal testimonies and 
experiences to explore this history, Liverpool and the slave trade 
highlights an important part of the city’s history which has for too long 
been rejected, forgotten or ignored. 
 

John Johnson-Allen They Were Just Skulls 
Whittles Publishing £16.99 
This compelling story is the result of many hours spent 
recording the memories of Fred Henley. His life at sea is at 
the centre of his being and his own words are at the heart of 
the book. At the age of 14 Fred worked on a Thames sailing 
barge, then after his training at HMS Ganges, he joined his 
first ship which took him from the icy Arctic Ocean to the 
heat of West Africa where the Bismarck and her support 
ships were hunted. His experiences included visiting 
Archangel, sailing on Arctic convoys, capturing German 
supply ships, the failed attack on Oran, landings in Piraeus, 
Salonika and the French Riviera and operating with special 

forces in the Greek Islands. There is inevitably some humour when Fred 
recounts his encounters with girls. The book then explores the tragic loss 
of his last submarine, HMS Truculent. In the cold January waters of the 
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Thames Estuary, within sight of Southend, over 60 men were lost in a 
major disaster, just five years after the end of the war. The voices of the 
survivors are heard telling how they stood in complete blackness in a 
sunken submarine, waiting for the water to come in so that they could 
escape to the surface, only for all but a few to drift away and die in the 
darkness. The story concludes with happier times with Fred visiting ports 
in the Mediterranean during peacetime as a married man. 

Society for Nautical Research 
Membership Report 

1 October 2018 to 31 December 2018 

New Members 
Philip McCague Vãstmanland, Iãn, Sweden 
Paul Monk St Ives, Cambridgeshire 
Nigel Nayling Ceredigion, Wales 
David Nuttall Menorca, Spain 
Alastair Hart Quarries Village, Renfrewshire, Scotland 
Patrick Britton Southwark, London 
 
Students 
David Smith Plymouth, Devon 
Beatriz Bandeira Bahia, Brazil 
Brendan Sadlier Belfast, Northern Ireland 
Carol Mapley McDuff, Aberdeenshire, Scotland 
Arran Ross Edinburgh, Scotland 
Derek Williams Arcata, California, USA 

 
Reported Deaths 
Professor Derek Oddy London 
A. S. Nipper Colwyn Bay, Conwy, Wales
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